
Oct. 13-14, 2011 – UAACCE 

Conference – Zermatt 

“Aspire to Inspire” 
The UAACCE Board would like to invite you to our annual UAACCE Conference.  We will be 

hosting the UAACCE Conference on October 13th and 14th at the Zermatt Resort in scenic 

Midway, Utah.   Our keynote speaker is the renowned Dr. Richard Cooper, a specialist in 

designing curriculum for the learning disadvantaged.  He is the author of several books, 

including his latest “Test Anxiety, A Student Manual.”  Dr. Cooper has agreed to join us for a 

more personal presentation on Thursday evening including as well. 
What also makes this year special is that through this conference our 

educators will automatically receive membership in UAACCE, MPAEA and 

COABE.  The cost of membership fees alone will save each attendee 

$100.00 not to mention conference and vendor discounts though out the 

year.   

Please take time to visit our website http://www.uaacce.org to register and consider spending a 

day with other dedicated educators.  I look forward to seeing you there and we will all have a 

great time! 

 

 

Dr. Richard Cooper – Thursday Night Training and 

Conference Keynote  

Richard Cooper is the Director of Disabilities at Harcum College, Byyn Mawr, Pennsylvania.  He 

is also the Founder and Director of the Center for Alternative Learning and Learning Disabilities, 

organizations dedicated to providing educational and social support to children and adults with 

learning disabilities, problems and differences.  He is an internationally recognized lecturer and 

expert on alternative instructional techniques and tools for reading, writing math and study 

skills.  He has authored a number of books and articles describing the use of these techniques 

and tools.  He speaks nationally and internationally about a wide range of learning problems 

http://www.uaacce.org/


and instructional techniques to help both children and adults improve their skills.  He maintains 

a private practice through which he provides assessment, counseling and tutoring of children 

and adults.  He is a member of the Observer Delegation from the United States to the 1997 

UNESCO Conference on Adult Education in Hamburg Germany.  He is a founding member and 

current co president of the National Association for Adults with Special Learning Needs.  Most 

recently, he co-authored a book titled Test Anxiety, A Student Manual and Teacher’s Guide 

(2009). 

Dr. Cooper’s pre-conference training is titled “Teaching Students Like Me” 

Hear from an educator that came through the public schools and learned to overcome his own 

disabilities.  This session will focus on the underlying thought process that has driven Dr. 

Cooper to develop nationally recognized teaching strategies for the learning disabled.  Learn 

how to apply these strategies to your individual students and will help teachers to recognize 

how a better understanding of their own learning styles can increase student success.   

 


